
Map Creation Notes 
 
Page numbers of the hardback edition are shown in brackets 
 
Relative sizes of Majak, the Yhelteth empire and the Trelayne League. 
 
I assume that Archeth is accurate in her estimation that Yhelteth ‘unites a massive territory in comparison 
to any of its political competitors’ (76). While the Trelayne League is no doubt a political competitor, it is 
less clear whether Majak rides under this banner as we are told that Majak warriors serve as mercenaries 
for both the League and the Empire (although later they fought for both sides as mercenaries), but I have 
included them as political competitors, at least in Archeth’s mind and her gauge of size of the Empire. 
 
Majak culture is clearly based  on the Mongols (with a pinch of Hun and Viking) and we all know how big 
their empire was - and given that they are a peripatetic race with the extra range of horses and with herds of 
cattle to feed, one would expect Majak to occupy a reasonably large area – say at least thousands of square 
miles, which means that the Empire occupies a pretty huge area by comparison. 
 
The League occupies the smallest area which I think is right – it is comprised of city states united (it 
appears) mostly by economics and has a Western European feel (with an emphasis on medieval Italian city 
states) where cities are in relatively close proximity to each other.  
 
So it’s: The League – (182,000 square miles – about the size of California),  Majak – (420,000 square miles 
– about the size of South Africa), The Empire – (1,400,000 square miles – about the size of India). An 
explanation for the scale used appears below. 
 
General Shape of the Continent and Islands. 
 
There is sufficient information to conclude that the sweep of the continental shape is north west to South 
East. Ringil mentions zombie sightings in the north-west (7) of Gallows Gap  and there are a myriad of 
incidental descriptions which place the Empire to the South East of the League (see for example (34) and 
(270)).  As we know the Empire is larger than Majak and the League, the continent should flare out towards 
the South East (as mention of other lands around Majak are absent). The only other continental landmark 
mentioned is the Gergis Cape (21 and 166) which I have placed within League territory (although it could 
have been further south in the Empire) because it provided a nice piece of geographical relief to what 
otherwise would have been a pretty boring north-west to south east coastline for League territory. Also 
mentioned is the Dhashara pass (298) which indicates that the Empire has a northern border in a 
mountainous region – but far away from Ennishmin (as the text indicates). I have placed this on the eastern 
side of the central mountain range, because it is distant from Ennishmin and because we know that Majak 
bravos moved south to the Empire to join up as mercenaries against the League which means they would 
have needed a route south not going through League territory which would have been likely to have been 
barred to them. 
  
The wording on page 100 indicates that Gallows Gap is close to Rajal Beach (Flaradnam was mortally 
wounded at Rajal and would not have survived any more than a day’s trek inland – we know he did not 
survive the surgeon’s table), which accounts for the large bay cutting close to the mountain spine. Gallows 
Water is ‘two day’s hard march, south and east over steep and exposed mountain terrain from where the 
alliance were routed from Rajal’ (100). Two day’s hard march for a tired army would be about 20 miles or 
less. I’ve placed Gallows Water some 50 miles from Rajal to account for any distance gained in the rout 
plus the hard march on top. 
 
There are two Island chains mentioned, the Hironish (81) where the whales are hunted and which are said 
to be further north than the Majak whalers normally go (this suggests a north-south island chain) and the 
Hanliahg Scatter (298) which I have placed just off Yhelteth so as to form the channel on which Yhelteth 
sits (226).   
 



Mountain Ranges, Rivers, Forest and Swamp 
 
Page 4 talks of an ‘unseasonal early chill sloping down the spine of the Country from the Majak uplands’  
towards Gallows Gap. ‘Spine’ suggest a mountain range and Gallows Gap is clearly a mountain pass, so I 
threaded the main range north-west to south east, terminating at Ennishmin where the marshes begin (and 
they need to be in flat territory to accommodate a high, uniform water-table) and at (331) the hills of 
Pranderghal are mentioned, suggesting foothills leading up to greater peaks. An-Monal (315 & 278) is a 
volcano, but from the writing it looks like it’s something of an anomaly and not part of a larger mountain 
range. We know from (315) that An-Monal is a ‘gusty two-day ride’ from Yhelteth and that it has been 
abandoned by the Keriath where Seethlaw stood and watched ‘until the last fireship went under’. Whether 
fireships are starships, sea-going vessels or craft which travel through ethereal places, I do not know, but I 
put An-Monal on the coast to cover all possibilities. 
 
Two rivers are mentioned by name. The Trel (39) (or Trell (196)) in the League and the Janarat (94) in 
Majak. Page 196 mentions a waterfall, but I’ve taken this to be not of sufficient importance to depict on the 
map as waterfalls in the upper reaches of rivers are commonplace.  In light of the fact that the Trel ‘split 
and spread in tributaries and wore itself into the soft cushioned loam of the Naom coastal plain like the 
lines etched across a man’s palm, where the sea spent its force across acres of mudflat and marsh…’ (39) I 
have drawn a wide delta with intermingling rivulets.  
 
The Janarat is straightforward; it has a couple of ‘advantageous meanders’ (94) which suggests that the 
river is large and on a flat plain at that point. We know that Skaranak territory has slow flowing rivers 
(171).  There is an unnamed river in Ennishmin down which Ringil escapes from a scavenger camp (296).  
There is also an unnamed river on which Gallows Water is built; page 5 mentions the ‘river frontage of 
Gallows Water’. It makes sense for the river to be a tributary of the Trell. The remainder of the rivers I 
have placed are to assist in the believability of city placement on the coast, as large coastal cities are 
invariably built on rivers. 
 
Only one forest (the Naom forest) is mentioned (15). I have placed a forest in Naom on the map but not 
specifically named it as the region in which the forest is placed is sufficient to identify it. Similarly the 
Naom plain (39) needs no specific mention in the map as the marshy delta of the Trel makes its location 
clear. 
 
Although marshlands play a central part in the story, I felt there was no real need to specifically depict 
them. The splitting of the Trel at its mouth suggests boggy land, and hopefully the network of rivers 
depicted in Ennishmin do likewise. Ennishmin in particular possesses a number of habitations and I felt that 
marsh symbols would make the labels in Ennishmin difficult to read.  
 
Scale 
 
The Rosetta stone on scale is Pelmarag’s words on page 273 where he mentions that the assault on 
Ennishmin was erroneously carried out over a thousand miles south-west of Ennishmin  (at Khangset) 
because ‘some fucking idiot human moved the marker’.  We know that Khangset is a hard day’s ride from 
Yhelteth (36), and we know from the narrative that the border wars between the Empire and the League 
have been fought over ‘a few hundred square miles’. From this information much of the macro and micro 
scales can be extrapolated. 
 
Seethalaw tells Ringil that it would take him ‘weeks’ to get back to Trelayne from Ennishmin. Assuming 
the journey on foot and horse at 20 miles a day – which is fast travel – this would be about 140 miles a 
week. The distance on the map between Ennishmin and Trelayne is some 400 miles which would equate to 
3 weeks’ travel (say, 4 weeks if the going was rough) so that cuts it about right. 
 
Other scale clues are indications of the proximity of An-Moral to Yhelteth and Rajal Beach to Gallows 
Water which have already been mentioned.  
 
 



MAJAK 
 
Majak was pretty easy to map. We know that there are four tribal lands within the larger territory: 
Skaranak, Voronak, Ishlinak and Urdin. We know that Voronak is north-east of Skaranak (10). We also 
know that Ishlin-Ichan and the lands of the Ishlinak are west of the Skaranak lands (11), which allows each 
tribal land to be placed relative to the other I have placed Ishlinak a little south of Skaranak to make the 
placement of Ishlin-Ichan closer to the League. Urdin gets a passing mention (81) but without any 
geographical reference, so I decided to put Urdin south of  Ishlinak which makes the latter seem a little 
more remote while putting Urdin closer to Trelayne so that the boatman telling the story in (81) would be 
more likely to meet his brother-in-law in the whaling business which is simply a matter of crossing Rajal 
Bay. 
 
THE TRELAYNE LEAGUE 
 
Trelayne is easily placed at the mouth of the river Trel which runs east-west to the sea.  
 
Lantaray (21) is ‘down the coast’ from  Trelayne (21). We do not know whether Lantaray is a city or 
province, how big it is or how far away it lies from Trelayne. I have assumed it to be another city some 130 
miles south west of Trelayne which seems an appropriate distance (about a week by carriage) for Ringil’s 
family to send their child to holiday at Ishil’s villa.  As with Lantaray, we are not told whether Rajal is a 
city or province – we just know that the beach is identified by that name. I have taken it as an excuse to add 
Rajal as another city to the Trelayne League of city states (since the cities mentioned which comprise the 
Trelayne League are so few).   
 
Given the description on page 100, we know that Rajal is north and west and two days march from 
Gallows Water. Ringil’s mother arrives at Gallows Water from Trelayne by carriage and with a bodyguard, 
suggesting a journey of some days and the presence of a road which links the two. This is underlined by the 
brief description of the journey out of Gallows Water on page 29.  On the map I have placed Gallows 
Water about 280 miles from Trelayne as the crow flies. A carriage journey of about 2 weeks on a good 
road.  Gallows Gap appears to represent a northern point of League territory. I have used it as a mountain 
pass which allows for passage to the east of the Majak peninsula and northwards to Majak itself. The fact 
that it is a place where three roads meet (albeit in a godforsaken spot) provides a reason for the existence of 
Gallows Water and the strategic importance of Gallows Gap.  
 
Jith-Urnetil gets a passing mention at page 164 as a coastal wine producing region. I’ve placed this south 
of Lantaray (where the weather is presumably warmer and more suited to growing grapes).  
 
Naral is mentioned at (147 and 302) in the same breath as Ennishmin and the scene of bloody fighting 
between the League and the Empire. We know that Ennishmin is a province, so I have assumed Naral to be 
a province as well (rather than a city or town). It made sense for Naral and Ennishmin to comprise the 
border provinces between the League and Empire. As the location of Ennishmin can be located from the 
text, positioning Naral was simply a matter of filling in the gap.  
 
Maynes’ Moor (15) was a battlefield where the Majak turned the tide of the Empire who met them in 
battle for the first time. I have assumed the location of Mayne’s Moor to be the high point of the Empire’s 
penetration into League territory. The name suggests a battlefield rather than a town or province, so I 
placed it in a bottleneck between two mountain ranges allowing access to Trelayne. After Mayne’s Moor, 
the Majak drove back the empire again at Baldaran. I elected to make Baldaran (73) a city (one more city 
for the League!) and put it in Naral. There is a hint that Dwenda might have been involved in this battle 
which underlines the justification of placing it closer to Ennishmin, where the Dewenda dwell. 
 
THE YHELTETH EMPIRE 
 
As previously mentioned, we know that Khangset is over a thousand miles from Ennishmin and that 
Yhelteth is at most two days’ hard ride (36), say 60 miles, up or down the coast from Khangset.  
 



Yhelteth itself is a large port city on a channel (226) on the west coast of the continent. Also previously 
mentioned is justification for the location of An-Monal.  The small trading port of Oronak (115) is not 
‘that far down the coast’ from Khangset, according to Archeth. I’ve put it about 100 miles south of 
Khangset. 
 
Vanbyr, which sought to rebel against the alliance (78, 194) in which Archeth recalls street fighting 
resulting brutal countermeasures taken by the Empire, sounds like it should be on the borders of the League 
which would explain the rebellion and perhaps an expectation of help from the League which never came 
(somewhat like the recent events in Georgia). I’ve taken it as a large city at the mouth of the unnamed river 
rising at Ennishmin because big cities are generally built on river mouths and this river was going spare. 
 
Demlarashan:  gets a number of mentions (74, 189, 207 and 278). Empire city, attacked by the lizards 
(and a dragon), and that ‘Skins get pretty dark once you’re south’ of it.  I’ve taken this to be some sort of 
traditional ‘gateway’ to the Empire. If skin colour marks boundaries, then perhaps at one time it 
represented the northernmost reach of the Empire before it grew. To give it strategic prominence, I’ve put it 
at a pass between two mountain ranges. 
 
Shenshenath: (160, 301) is a city in Yhelteth, prominent enough so that Ringil can pretend to be a 
successful merchant from it. I’ve placed it north of Demlarashan to cover the fact that the people there are 
perhaps less dark than the average Yhelteth citizen (see Demlarashan above) so that Ringil could pass as 
one of its inhabitants. 
 
Ennishmin mentions a number of settlements – Yeshtak (298), Khartaghnal (309), Beksanara (298) and 
Pranderghal (290, 331). It is also the location of a swampland where the Dwenda have built their bridge-
head to precipitate a new battle between the League and the Empire except this time, the League’s previous 
ace in the hole of Majak warriors has been negated by the fact that the Majak now fight on both sides.  
 

Pranderghal is mentioned at 290 and 331. From the descriptions there we know it’s a two day 
walk (about 20 miles or so across rough country) from the scavenger camp, that it’s a ‘fair sized 
village’ and from it rises a north-west road which ‘disappears between two peaks’.  It is also in 
that small area of land that the Empire gained from the League, when it was called Iprinigil 
(Ringil’s name is in there, maybe that’s why the book finished in that location – well, I’d like to 
think so, anyway). With this in mind, I’ve placed it just to the west of the marshes and to the south 
of the spinal mountain range which runs down the continent. 
 
Yeshtak (298): All we know about it is that it is in the Marshes, probably not far from Beksanara 
and that one of the markers was found near there. I guessed at the exact location. 
 
Khartaghnal (309): is more described in location, being some 3 days from Beksanara (direction 
unknown), but I thought south was probably right as it was nearer to the Empire and therefore 
more likely to hold a garrison. I also placed it on a road to give a route for the King’s Reach 
messengers down to the plains cities. 
 
Beksanara (298): Becksanara village appears to be large enough and/or strategically positioned to 
warrant a garrison, although it remains a shit-hole in the eyes of Archeth. It looks like it’s 
positioned on the southern edge of the marsh, within reinforcement distance of Vanbyr. 

 
The Eastern Desert we know must be proximate to (and east of) Yhelteth, as Archeth would go there and 
home in time for supper (sometimes). I assume that by the time one gets to Yhelteth where the faces are 
dusky (and therefore the sun very hot) we are in desert country anyway. 
 
INDEPENDANTS 
 
Shaktur (30): All we know about this place is that Archeth led and expedition there and afterwards she 
was ‘moody and taciturn’ (no change there then). I guess that the reason for her bad mood was that the 



expedition failed. With this in mind I’ve placed it on the far side of the Eastern Desert, some 1,000 miles 
east of Yhelteth and marked it as an independent city, not part of the League.  
 
MOTLEY POINTS 
 
The colour coding is pretty easy: Brown for Majak, blue for the League,  yellow for the Empire and white 
for the Independents (Shaktur). As the competition says that the chosen map will be used as a basis for 
David Senior to draw the proper map from, I have not put in (tempting though it was) any other habitations 
or geographical landmarks (other than rivers) not mentioned in the book. As assistance I’ve also popped in 
a silhouette of the British Isles to give an idea of the scale. I experimented with putting in a graticule but it 
looked too modern, so the immediate border is sectioned off in 50 mile divisions. 
 
It was tempting to map the city of Trelayne as well, but the competition rules said it had to be of  the 
Yhelteth dominions and its surroundings. As you can see, I’ve taken a pretty liberal interpretation of 
‘surroundings’.  
 
I guess all it remains for me to say is that this has been a lot of fun to do (a bit like a detective story) but not 
a Takeshi Kovacs one! I hope that the notes are helpful to Dave in his mapping. Can’t wait to see what 
Ringil does next – what an anti-hero! And thank you for getting Corum off his skinny arse back into the 
saddle again (albeit on stallions rather than mares).  
 
All the best! 
 
 
 
Ravi  
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